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Translation: This post is not accessible because of its content violated the regulation. Through 
user’s complaint and the platform’s confirmation, it allegedly violates the related law and 
regulation. Check the rules here.
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Internet Censorship in China
• "We will...put in place a system for integrated internet 
management to ensure a clean cyberspace" (Communist Party of 
China National Congress 2017)

• Studies agree on the primary goal of the censorship being 
maintaining regime stability, contributing to authoritarian resilience  

• Criticisms of the governments (Fu et al. 2013)

• Postings with collective action potential (King et al. 2013)

• Fear, Friction, and Flooding (Roberts, 2018)
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Title translation: Trump, you can’t image: Why 
we should forcefully “thank” you?
                   (In-depth good article))

Even pro-regime comment was censored …...



Focal Point (Schelling, 1960)
• A Game Theory idea - “focal point for each person's 
expectation of what the other expects him to expect to be 
expected to do.”

• A group of participants, in an absence of prior 
coordination and communication, share knowledge by means 
of signaling and recognizing some properties of salience, 
e.g. ideas, labels, or images

• For example: two individuals who are unknown to each other 
tend to choose meeting place according to norm and common 
understanding, say meeting at Grand Central Station in New 
York



Focal Point and Internet Censorship
• Focal point - specific elements in the social 
media text that are susceptible to be associated 
with the controversy of an issue;
• Specific company names involved in trade depute or specific 
date of event;

• Name (an officer or a celebrity) or organization (say a 
university) in relation to #metoo;

• Specificity of the call for action details leading to 
suppression;



WeChat
• As of October 2018, >1,000 million active users (Tencent 
2018)

• Facebook-page like "public account" (微信公眾號)

• Monthly active public accounts reached 3.5 million with 797 million 
users actively following them (Tencent 2017)

• Becoming the key social media platform in China

• No API, no simple URL access, not search engine indexed – 
“App crawling”



”APP Crawling”



Virtual Machines



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1efqKSX7tW8nxgR9FwhNSEqlatotxKsWJ/preview


System architecture

VM: virtual machine; URLs: Uniform Resource Locators; 
API: Application Programming Interface



Methods
• Case-control matching - adjusting for confounding 
influence of inherent nature (individual account) and the 
variations of topics (by correlated topic model);

• A sample of 4,560 articles with 2,280 pairs of censored 
and remained articles from 751 public accounts;

• Modelling by Random Forest 
• Large set of features and each with small contribution (Breiman, 2001);
• Robust approach to finding feature importance - RF importance score, 
chi-square, and relative risk, i.e. the ratio of term occurrence 
frequency for each term in the datasets (Fu, Chan, Chau, 2013)
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Distribution of Specific Terms in 
Censored and Remained Articles
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Take-home message
• A systematic approach to examining Internet 
censorship, i.e. no access to proprietary data

• Reconceptualization of Internet Censorship in 
China - not only criticism or calls for action, 
but Focal Points;

• While the topic nature and the author identity 
are controlled, articles referring to more 
“focal terms” are more likely to be censored 
than those with fewer;


